----Factual Questions---1) Optimize your website, social media presence, _______ _______, managed Google reviews,
automated marketing campaigns.
Answer: email marketing
2) An _______ _______ is like what you were once a potential customer of a company you bought
from.
Answer: HVAC line
3) Although we have generated _______ of leads for our HVAC customers over the years, we have
concluded that the best HVAC leads work consistently.
Answer: tons
4) The marketing team at Agile Marketing Solutions has developed an online _______ _______
_______ and several other tools and lead magnets.
Answer: Lead Generation Toolkit
5) Describe 'SEO'.
Answer source: SEO is a powerful tool for gaining qualified HVAC Leads for free and focuses on
improving the companys website.
6) Websites optimized for improved _______ _______ and Paid Marketing strategies can also help
capture HVAC leads during the slow season.
Answer: HVAC SEO
7) Keep your sales funnel full and win _______ customers by knowing the right tactics from your web
design to your HVAC marketing.
Answer: HVAC
8) Make sure your site is optimized for local search, and create a local map list to appear in local
_______ search results.
Answer: Google
9) _______ is a powerful tool for gaining qualified HVAC Leads for free and focuses on improving the
company's website.
Answer: SEO
----Premium Questions---10) Who were the best HVAC marketing ideas?
Answer: Quillionz is unable to find the answer.
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11) Who developed an online Lead marketing team?
Answer: Agile Marketing Solutions.
12) What is not using an important tool to generate new revenue for your business?
Answer: HVAC lead generation.
----Interpretive Questions---13) What is the best marketing strategy for your HVAC business?
Answer: If you are looking for new customers to turn into potential customers
14) What is the term for a company that is trying to recruit new customers?
Answer:
15) What is the real challenge of this strategy?
Answer: to find and reach local customers
16) What is the best strategy for HVAC leads?
Answer: lead generation
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